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• Current 'Datacloud' and linked data
• Semantic based functionalities
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Objectives
• Federated resources on the concept and object level
• bringing together, aligning and harmonising dispersed and partly 
redundant vocabularies
• relating to identical concepts and grouping
• semantically contextualise digital object representations
• User interface level
• allowing users to e. g. automatically find paintings created by 
Leonardo da Vinci, starting from terms such as “Mona Lisa” or “La 
Joconde”
• Semantic Interoperability
• both for Europeana plugged into emergent semantically aware 
WWW services and for the integration of such services into the 
functional scope of Europeana: Europeana ↔ Linked Open Data!
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Semantic data layer
“a network of inter-operating object surrogates 
enabling semantics based object discovery and use.”
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Representation Model Logical Overview (1)
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Representation Model Logical Overview (2)
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Representation Model Logical Overview (3)
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Tasks in WP1
• Creation of the semantic layer (VUA+HUB)
• Vocabulary and concept alignment and harmonisation 
(VUA+NTUA+UW)
• Semantic enrichment of surrogates (VUA+NTUA)
• Workflow automation for performing these tasks (VUA+UW)
• Testing and evaluation (DNB)
• Specification of semantic search and interface functionality (HUB)
• RDF-based Metadata Management System Enhancements (UW)
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Processing workflow
• SKOSify vocabularies provided
• Process object metadata with links to contextualising 
resources (in SKOS)
• Perform vocabulary alignment through (semi-)automated 
mapping
• Redirect links accordingly
• Perform (semi-)automated semantic enrichment of the object 
metadata
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'Datacloud' of the ThoughtLab
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• Hungarian National Library: OSZK geotezaurusz |OSZK 
tezaurusz
• BnF: Rameau | Rameau - Collectivités | Rameau - Noms 
Communs | Rameau - Noms Géographiques | Rameau - 
Personnes | Rameau - Subdivisions chronologiques | 
Rameau – Titres
• Systematik der Österreichische Mediathek
• Wordnet 2.0
http://semanticweb.cs.vu.nl/europeana/session/thesaurus 
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Linked Data in the context of Europeana
• Object metadata and abstractions (like thumbnails or tables 
of contents)
• In combination with contextualising information
• Wherever possible as links from the object metadata to 'linked 
data' on the WWW (LCSH, DDC, Dbpedia, VIAF …)
• Existing structured resources (not linked data) as part of the 
ENS:namespace (→ SKOS) and links to them as part of the object 
metadata
• 'Challenges' (for EuropeanaConnect WP1):
• Semantic resource mapping
• Semantic resource merging
• (Semi-)automated contextualisation
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Semantic-based functionalities
• State-of-the-art of Semantic Web Applications
• Europeana ThoughtLab
• Research at the VU, Amsterdam (E-Culture MultimediaN)
• Expert interviews (core specs)
• User survey (full specs)
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User requirements
• Search approach
• Submitting a query – disambiguation of keyword(s)
• Browsing
• Search results
→ translation into technical requirements
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Disambiguation of the keyword(s)
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Browsing I
• Search approach or search refinement
• Visualized navigation as network structure
• Entire repository
• Single collections/institutions
• Entire semantic data layer
• Single vocabularies
• Links
• Show relations between concepts (BT, NT, etc.)
• Taking into account semantic distance
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Browsing II
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• „Did you mean...“
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Search results - related concepts 
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Search results II
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Search results III
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Objectives, Prerequisites and 1 Open Question
• Objectives
• Enable knowledge generation by putting object representations in 
context
• Make Europeana part of the Linked Open Data universe
• Prerequisites
• Links as attribute values
• Semantic granularity of attributes
• Vocabularies / Licenses (whenever LoD not available)
• 1 Open Question
• How to feed back enrichments to data providers / the outside?
• Physical data feedback (Formats? Rhythm?? Push or pull???) vs. 
• enable reuse of data as part of LoD.
